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The issues

What is the impact of labour regulation?

Can labour law improve job quality?
MSE exclusions
Application of labour law in practice

How does labour law affect MSEs?
Regulation v deregulation
Importance of the regulatory environment

The University of Melbourne



Research task and 
methodology

The task:
Global issues paper
Knowledge base of good practices

The method:
Definition of labour laws
Regional and country coverage
The matrix

The University of Melbourne



Does labour law apply?

The University of Melbourne

Current practices for MSEs

Country practice falls along a spectrum:

Full
Application

Parallel Law for

MSE

Or

Partial ExclusionComplete
Exemption

(Separate body of laws and regulations)

Strategies for enforcement also vary significantly among countries



Scope and coverage of labour 
law

The employment relationship
Typical explicit exclusions:

Health and safety consultation
Collective dismissals
Union registration and bargaining
Social security

Dangers
Discrimination on workers’ rights
Creating perverse incentives

The University of Melbourne



Application of labour law in 
practice

Resource problems
Budgets
Size and scale of the sector

State policy
Administrative discretion
Corruption
Weak states and legal systems
Strategies:

Using trade unions
Improving legal literacy
Creating specific bureaucracies



The impact of labour law

Job quality for MSE workers
Fundamental labour rights
Remuneration and working time
Job security
Social protection
Occupational health and safety

Formalisation of MSEs
Cost reduction is important
Entrepreneurs make choices
Labour law is not the main concern
Labour law and the business enabling environment



A framework for analysis

Development goals
Comparative law
Regulatory theory



Development goals

Human Capabilities
Freedom, well-being and social change; eg freedom of 
association
Efficiency: skills relate to productivity
Decent Work, social rights, Simon Deakin

Development Economics
Informality obstructs upgrading
Labour issues, eg, low wages, child labour

New Institutional Economics
State role in creating the regulatory environment
Importance of flexible, local application



The University of Melbourne

Capabilities and labour law

Social rights as the juridical expression of 
the capabilities approach

Supiot, Deakin and Wilkinson, Langille
Capabilities, functionings and freedom
Implementing the approach

Claims to resources
Social choice procedures



Comparative law

Universal models of law-reform for 
development often fail
Comparative (labour) law scholarship

Collective labour law
Individual labour law
Relationship to social and political systems

‘Transplants’ and ‘irritants’
Importance of local design (again)



Regulation theory

Command and control
Responsive
Wide definition
Acknowledgement of process
Leads to: hybrid, multi-faceted, indirect



Key principles for 
labour regulation

Objectives:
Promote human capabilities
Improve job quality
Encourage MSEs to formalise

Underpinned by Decent Work values
Regulation should be responsive:

Design for scope and application
Design and review should be participatory
Targeted design and implementation



The Labour Regulation 
Pyramid

Punitive
Sanctions

Tailored Sanctions

Warnings

Monitoring Compliance &   
Co-ordination of State and Private Actors

Information, Education, and Incentives for Formalisation



Examples of innovative 
labour regulation

The scope of the employment relationship
Social insurance and social welfare funds
Strategic inspection
Using other state agencies
Information and training
Organising strategies
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